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Not to be confused with the Challenger shuttle disaster. In the mission breakdown of the space shuttle Columbia Space Shuttle Colombia disaster STS-107 flight insigniaDateFebruary 1, 2003; 17 years ago (2003-02-01)Time08:59 EST (13:59 UTC)LocationOver Texas and LouisianaCauseWing garbage damageOutcomeShuttles grounded for 29
monthsDeathsCommanderRickPilotWilliam C. Commander McCoolPayloadMahael. Anderson Mission SpecialistCulpan ChawlaMission SpecialistDavid M. Brownmission SpecialistLarel ClarkMission SpecialistIlan RamonInsColumbia Investigative Council Space Shuttle Colombia disaster was a fatal incident in the United States space program that occurred on February 1, 2003,
when the space shuttle Columbia (OV-102) disintegrated as it re-entered the atmosphere, killing all seven crew members. The crash was the second fatal accident in the Space Shuttle since the collapse of Challenger in 1986 shortly after liftoff. During the launch of STS-107, Colombia's 28th mission, a piece of foam insulation broke away from the outer space shuttle tank and hit
the left wing of the orbiter. A similar foam spill occurred during previous shuttle launches, causing damage ranging from minor to near catastrophic, but some engineers suspected that the damage to Colombia was more severe. Prior to the retrial, NASA officials limited the investigation, arguing that the crew would not have been able to resolve the issue had it been confirmed.
When Colombia returned to Earth's atmosphere, the damage allowed hot atmospheric gases to penetrate the heat shield and destroy the inner structure of the wing, causing the spacecraft to become unstable and disintegrate. After the disaster, Space Shuttle flights were suspended for more than two years, as it did after the Challenger disaster. Construction of the International
Space Station (IHC) was on hold; The station relied entirely on the Russian State Space Corporation Roscosmos to resupply for 29 months before the resumption of shuttle flights with ST-114 and crew rotation for 41 months prior to ST-121. NASA eventually made a number of technical and organizational changes, including adding a thorough inspection in orbit to determine how
well the shuttle's thermal protection system survived the ascent, and maintaining the designated rescue mission ready in the event of irreparable damage. With the exception of one recent Mission to Repair the Hubble Space Telescope, subsequent shuttle flights were only delivered to the ISS so that the crew could use it as a shelter if damage to the orbiter prevented a safe
retreat. Crew of the STS-107 in October 2001. From left to right: Brown, Husband, Clark, Chawla, Anderson, McCool, Ramon Commander: Rick D. Husband, U.S. Air Force Colonel and who piloted the previous shuttle during the first docking with the International Space Station (STS-96) Pilot: William C. McCool, U.S. Navy Payload Commander: Michael. Anderson, a U.S. Air
Force lieutenant colonel, physicist and flight specialist who was in charge of the scientific mission and was on his second mission overall (his first was STS-89) Payload Specialist: Ilan Ramon, Colonel of the Israeli Air Force and the first Israeli astronaut. Mission specialist: Kalpana Chawla, an aerospace engineer who was on her second space mission (her first was STS-87).
Mission specialist: David M. Brown, U.S. Navy captain, trained pilot and flight surgeon. Brown worked on scientific experiments. Mission specialist: Laurel Blair Salton Clark, U.S. Navy captain and flight surgeon. Clark was working on biological experiments. Debris strikes during Colombia's launch of the climb on its latest mission. The light triangle visible at the base of the rack
near the bow of the orbiter is the left biopod foam ramp, turning the wing. The shuttle's main fuel tank was covered with insulation foam designed to prevent ice formation when the tank is full of liquid hydrogen and oxygen. Such ice can damage the shuttle if shed during takeoff. The STS-107 mission was the 113th launch of the shuttle. The mission, which was scheduled to begin
on 11 January 2001, was postponed 18 times and eventually launched on 16 January 2003 after STS-113. The Colombian Accident Investigation Board found that these delays had nothing to do with the catastrophic failure. 81.7 seconds after launching with the LC-39A of the Kennedy Space Center, a piece of foam the size of a suitcase broke away from the outer tank (ET),
hitting the left wing of Colombia with carbon-enhanced (RCC) panels. Ground experiments conducted by the Colombian Accident Investigation Board have shown, it is likely that this created a hole with a diameter of six to ten inches (15 to 25 cm) that allows hot gases to penetrate the wing when Colombia later re-entered the atmosphere. During the foam impact, the orbiter was at
an altitude of about 65,600 feet (20.0 km; 12.42 miles), traveling at a speed of 2.46 Mach (1,872.57 mph; 3013.61 km/h). The left biopod foam ramp is approximately three feet long (1 m) of aerodynamic component, made entirely of foam. Foam, usually not considered a structural material, is required to carry some aerodynamic load. Because of these special requirements, casting
on the spot and treatment of ramps can only be performed by a senior technician. The bipod ramp (left and right) was originally designed to reduce aerodynamic stresses around the bipod attaching points on the outer tank, but this was proven unnecessary as a result of the accident and was removed from the outer tank design for tanks flying after the STS-107 (another foam
ramp along the liquid oxygen line was also later removed from the tank's design to eliminate it in source of garbage foam, debris, analysis and tests have proven that this change is safe). A close-up of the left-hand biopod foam ramp that interrupted and damaged the wing of the Space Shuttle's outer foam tank block Bipod insulation was noted for a drop, in whole or in part, on four
previous flights: STS-7 (1983), STS-32 (1990), STS-50 (1992), and most recently STS-112 (only two launches before STS-107). All affected shuttle missions have been successfully completed. NASA officials called the phenomenon foam spilling. As with the O-ring erosion problems that eventually doomed the Challenger shuttle, NASA management is used to these phenomena
when there are no major consequences as a result of these early episodes. This phenomenon was caused by the normalization of deviation by sociologist Diana Vaughan in her book on the decision-making process on the launch of Challenger. As it happened, the STS-112 was the first flight with the ET Camera, a video channel mounted on ET to give a deeper understanding of
the foam spill. During this launch, a piece of foam broke away from the ET bipod ramp and hit the SRB-ET fastening ring at the bottom of the left solid booster (SRB) causing a dent of 4 in (100 mm) wide and 3 inches (76 mm) inches deep in it. After STS-112, NASA officials analyzed the situation and decided to press ahead under the rationale that it et is safe for flights without any
new problems (and without additional risk) The video, filmed during the takeoff of the STS-107, was regularly reviewed two hours later and did not reveal anything unusual. The next day, a higher-resolution film that was processed overnight showed foam debris hitting the left wing, potentially damaging the shuttle's thermal protection. At that time, the exact location where the foam
hit the wing could not be determined due to the low resolution of the security camera footage. Meanwhile, NASA's decision on risks has been revised. Linda Ham, chair of the Mission Management Group (MMT), said: The rationale was lousy and still is. Ham and Shuttle program manager Ron Dimor attended a meeting on October 31, 2002, at which it was decided to continue the
launches. Analysis after the disaster showed that the two previous shuttle launches (STS-52 and -62) also had a loss of bypod foam ramp that was not detected. In addition, the protubercun air load (PAL) foam ramps also shed chunks, and there were also point losses from the large foam area. Flight Risk Management In a risk management situation similar to the Challenger
disaster situation, NASA management did not recognize the urgency of engineering safety issues and imaging proposals to verify possible damage, and did not respond to engineers' requests for inspection of left-wing astronauts. Engineers have made three separate requests for the Department of Defense (DOD) shuttle in orbit to determine the damage more accurately.
Although the images were not guaranteed to show damage, there was room for the image to be sufficiently resolutiond to provide meaningful analysis. NASA management disagreed with the requests, and in some cases intervened to prevent the Ministry of Affairs from providing assistance. CAIB recommended taking pictures of subsequent shuttle missions in orbit using DoD
ground or space. Details of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs' backlog in Colombia remain a mystery; Retired NASA employee Wayne Hale said in 2012 that activities for other national assets and agencies remain classified, and I cannot comment on this aspect of the tragedy in Colombia. Throughout the risk assessment process, SENIOR NASA executives were influenced by their
belief that nothing could be done, even if damage was detected. This affected their position on the urgency of the investigation, the thoroughness and possible contingency actions. They decided to conduct a parametric study of a scenario that if that is more appropriate to determine the probability of the risk of future events, rather than to check and evaluate actual damage. The
report on the investigation, in particular, singles out NASA manager Linda Ham for exhibiting this attitude. In 2013, Hale recalled that mission operations director John K. Harpold shared with him before the destruction of Colombia a mentality that Hale himself later agreed was widespread at the time, even among the astronauts themselves: If it was damaged, it was probably best
not to know. I think the team would have preferred not to know. Don't you think it would be better for them to have a lucky successful flight and die unexpectedly during the entrance than to remain in orbit knowing that there was nothing to do until the air ran out? Much of the risk assessment depended on projections of damage to the thermal protection system. They fall into two
categories: damage to silica tiles on the lower surface of the wing and damage to reinforced carbon-carbon (RCC) advanced panels. TPS includes a third category of components, insulation blankets, but damage projections are generally not met on them. Damage assessments on thermal blankets can be performed after an anomaly has been observed, and this has been done at
least once since returning to flight after the loss of Colombia. Before the mission, NASA thought the RCC was very strong. Charles F. Bolden, who worked on tile damage scenarios and repair methods early in his astronaut career, said in 2004 that we never talked about RCC because we all thought it was impenetrable: And to find after Colombia it was a fraction of an inch thick
and that it wasn't as strong as the Fiberglas on your Corvette, which was a revelation and I think for all of us... the best minds I know, in and outside of NASA, never envisioned that as a waiver mode. Damage prediction software has been used to assess possible damage to tiles and RCC. The tile damage prediction tool was known as the Crater, described by several NASA
officials at press briefings as not really a program, but a statistical table of observed events and the effects of past flights. The Crater instrument predicted a serious penetration of several impact tiles if it hit the TPS tile area, but NASA engineers downplayed this. The model was shown to inflate damage from small projectiles, and engineers believed the model would also
exaggerate the damage caused by the large Spray-On Foam Insulation (SOFI) impacts. The program used to predict RCC damage was based on small ice impacts on the size of cigarette butts rather than on larger SOFI exposures, as ice exposure was the only recognized threat to RCC panels up to this point. According to one of the 15 predicted ways of impacting SOFI, the
software predicted the impact of ice would fully penetrate the RCC panel. Engineers downplayed this, believing that exposure to less dense SOFI material would cause less damage than exposure to ice. In an email exchange, NASA executives questioned whether SOFI density could be used as an excuse to reduce projected damage. Despite engineers' concerns about the
energy attached to SOFI material, NASA managers eventually accepted the rationale to reduce the projected damage to RCC panels from possible full penetration to small damage to the panel's thin coating. Ultimately, NASA's Mission Control Team found that there was insufficient evidence that the strike was unsafe, so they declared the impact on the wreckage a turning point
(not the most important) and declined requests for images from the Department of Defense. On January 23, flight director Steve Stich sent an email to Colombia informing the commander of the husband and pilot of the McCool foam strike, unequivocally rejecting any concerns about the safety of the entrance. During the ascent of approximately 80 seconds, the photo analysis
shows that some debris from the -Y ET Bipod Attach Point area was released and subsequently affected the orbital left wing, in the area of the transition from Chin to the main wing, creating a shower of small particles. The impact appears to be completely on the lower surface and no particles are visible to pass over the upper surface of the wing. Experts have reviewed the high-
speed photography and there is no concern about or tile damage. We have seen the same phenomenon on several other flights and there is absolutely no concern for entry. Colombia Columbia Re-Ventria Chronology scheduled to land at 09:16 EST. Note 2 02:30 EST, 1 February 2003: The Flight Control Group comed service at the Mission Control Center. The mission
management team did not work on any issues or issues related to the planned de-orbit and departure from Colombia. In particular, the group did not express any concerns about the wreckage, having entered the left wing during the ascent, and like any other group. The team worked on a checklist for de-orbit preparation and re-listing procedures. Forecasters with the help of the
pilots of the shuttle training aircraft assessed the weather conditions at the Kennedy Space Center. 8:00 a.m.: Leroy Kane, director of the Mission Control Center's Mission Control Center, interviewed the flight control room to decide on the de-orbital burn. All weather observations and forecasts were within the guidelines set by the rules of flight, and all systems were normal. 08:10:
Capsule communicator (CAPCOM) (and astronaut) Charles O. Hobo told the crew that they were going for an orbit burn. 08:15:30 (EI-1719): Husband and McCool performed the combustion from orbit using two engines of the orbital maneuvering system in Colombia. The orbiter was turned upside down and tailed over the Indian Ocean at an altitude of 175 miles (282 km) and
speeds of 17,500 miles per hour (28,200 km/h) when the burn was performed. The 2-minute 38-second combustion in the 255th orbit slowed the orbit to begin re-entering the atmosphere. The burn continued normally, putting the crew under about one-tenth of the weight. The husband then turned Colombia's right side up, face forward with his nose smashed up. 08:44:09 (EI-000):
The entry interface (EI), arbitrarily defined as the point at which the orbiter entered a discernible atmosphere at an altitude of 400,000 feet (120 km; 76 miles), occurred over the Pacific Ocean. As Columbia descended, the reentry heat caused lead-edge wing temperatures to rise steadily, reaching an estimated 2,500 F (1,370 C) during the next six minutes. Former Space Shuttle
program manager Wayne Hale told a reporter's briefing that about 90 percent of that heat is the result of atmospheric gas compression caused by the orbiter's supersonic flight, not friction. Columbia around 8:57 a.m. Debris is visible from the left wing (below). The image was taken at the Starfire optical test site at Kirtland Air Force Base. 08:48:39 (EI-270): A sensor on the left
wing of the cutting edge of the spar showed strains higher than those seen on previous Columbia records. This was recorded only on a modular auxiliary data system that looked like an on-board recorder and was not sent to ground controllers or shown to the crew. 8:49:32 a.m. (EI-323): Colombia has completed a planned roll to the right. Speed: Mach 24.5. Colombia began turn
to control the elevator and therefore limit the speed of descent and heating Orbiter. 08:50:53 (EI-404): (EI-404): entered a 10-minute peak heating period during which heat loads were at their maximum. Speed: Mach 24.1; Height: 243,000 feet (74 km; 46.0 miles). 08:52:00 (EI-471): Colombia was about 300 miles (480 km) west of the California coast. The wing temperature usually
reached 2,650 degrees Fahrenheit (1,450 degrees Celsius) at this point. 08:53:26 (EI-557): Columbia crossed the California coast west of Sacramento. Speed: Mach 23; Height: 231,600 feet (70.6 km; 43.86 miles). Colombian debris (red, orange and yellow) detected by the National Weather Service radar over Texas and Louisiana, the cutting edge of the orbiter has typically
reached more than 2,800 degrees Fahrenheit (1,540 degrees Celsius) at the moment. 08:53:46 (EI-577): Various people on the ground have seen signs of debris spilling. Speed: Mach 22.8; Height: 230,200 feet (70.2 km; 43.60 miles). The hot air surrounding the Orbiter suddenly brightened, causing a streak in the orbiter fluorescent trail, which was quite noticeable in the pre-
dawn skies over the West Coast. Observers witnessed four such events over the next 23 seconds. Dialogue on some amateur footage shows that the observers were aware of the anomalies of what they were filming. 08:54:24 (EI-615): MMACS Officer Jeff Kling told the flight director that four hydraulic fluid temperature sensors in the left wing have stopped reporting it. In the area
of flight control, normal proceedings have continued until then. 08:54:25 (EI-616): Colombia has moved from California to Nevada airspace. Speed: Mach 22.5; Height: 227,400 feet (69.3 km; 43.07 miles). Witnesses observed a bright flash at that moment and 18 similar events over the next four minutes. 8:55 a.m. (EI-651): Nearly 11 minutes after Colombia returned to the
atmosphere, the wing temperature typically reached nearly 3,000 degrees Fahrenheit (1650 degrees Celsius). 08:55:32 (EI-683): Colombia has moved from Nevada to Utah. Speed: Mach 21.8; Height: 223,400 feet (68.1 km; 42.31 miles). 08:55:52 (EI-703): Colombia has moved from Arizona State. 08:56:30 (EI-741): Colombia began a U-turn, turning from right to left over Arizona.
8:56:45 a.m. (EI-756): Colombia has moved from Arizona to New Mexico. Speed: Mach 20.9; Height: 219,000 feet (67 km; 41.5 miles). 08:57:24 (EI-795): Colombia passed north of Albuquerque. 8:58 a.m. (EI-831): At the moment, the wing temperature has generally dropped to 2,880 degrees Fahrenheit (1,580 degrees Celsius). 8:58:20 a.m. (EI-851): Colombia has moved from
New Mexico to Texas. Speed: Mach 19.5; Height: 209,800 feet (63.9 km; 39.73 miles). Around the same time, the Orbital Shed was a heat-protective tile system, the westernmost piece of debris that was recovered. Searchers found the tiles in a field in Littlefield, Texas, northwest of Lubbock. 08:59:15 (EI-906): MMACS has informed the flight director that the pressure readings on
both left main landing tyres indicate Low. Off-scale low is a reading that is below the sensor's minimum capacity, and this usually indicates that the sensor has stopped functioning due to internal or external factors, rather than the fact that the amount it measures is actually below the minimum sensor reaction value. 08:59:32 (EI-923): A broken response from mission commander
Rick Husband was recorded: Roger, uh, boo - cut in the middle of the word... This was the last message from the crew and the last telemetry signal received in flight control. The flight director then instructed the capsule communicator (CAPCOM) to inform the crew that flight control had seen the reports and assessed the readings, adding that the Flight Control Team did not
understand the crew's latest transmission. 08:59:37 (EI-928): The hydraulic pressure needed to move the flight control surfaces was lost at approximately 08:59:37. At the time, Master Alarm would have sounded for the loss of hydraulics used to move flight control surfaces. The shuttle would start rolling and scour uncontrollably, and the crew would become aware of a serious
problem. 09:00:18 (EI-969): Videos and eyewitness accounts left by observers on and near the ground in Dallas showed that the Orbiter disintegrated overhead, continued to disintegrate into smaller parts and left several ion trails as it continued eastward. In flight management, although the loss of the signal is a concern, there is no sign of any serious problem. Before the orbiter
disintegrated at 09:00:18, the pressure in the cockpit of the plane in Colombia was nominal, and the crew was capable of conscious action. Although the crew module remained largely untouched by the collapse, it was sufficiently damaged that it lost pressure at a speed sufficient to disable the crew within seconds and was completely depressurized no later than 09:00:53.
09:00:57 (EI-1008): The crew module, untouched up to this point, was seen crashing into small subcomponents. He disappeared from sight at 09:01:10. If not dead, crew members were killed no later than that moment. 9:05 a.m.: Residents of north central Texas, especially near Tyler, reported a loud boom, a small wave of concussion, smoke trails and debris in clear skies over
counties east of Dallas. 09:12:39 :EI-1710): After reports that the orbiter would fall apart, Flight Director Leroy Kane announced unforeseen circumstances (events that led to the loss of the vehicle) and alerted search and rescue teams to the wreckage. He called on the Ground Control Officer to lock the doors, which meant that no one would be allowed or left until everything
necessary to investigate the accident was secured. Two minutes later, the Office in effect. Aspects of Crew Survival In 2008, NASA published a detailed report on aspects of Colombia's survivability of Colombia In 2014, NASA published another report detailing the aeromedical aspects of the disaster. The crew was exposed to five lethal events in the following order: Unsealing
After the initial loss of control the pressure in the cockpit remained normal and the crew was not incapacitated. During this period, the crew tried to regain control of the shuttle. As Colombia spiraled out of control, aerodynamic forces forced the orbiter to scour the right, exposing its lower part to extreme aerodynamic forces and causing it to disintegrate. The depressurization began
when the shuttle casing separated from the middle of the body 41 seconds after losing control. The crew module pressure vehicle was cut when it collided with the fuselage, and the depressurization speed was high enough to disable the crew members within seconds so that they were unable to perform actions such as lowering their visors. (28):89,101-103 Off-rated dynamic
environment G Separate section of the shuttle's nose rotated erratically on all three aus. The crew (now unconscious or dead) were unable to brace against this movement, and suffered from aspects of their protective equipment: Lack of upper body and limb restraints: the torso crew were free to move because the speed of the belt was lower than the locking speed of the inertia
coil system, and because seat restrictions did not prevent lateral movement. Fractures were also noted, matching waving arms and legs. Non-conformal helmets: Unlike a racing helmet, ACES helmets allowed crew heads to move inside the helmet, causing blunt force trauma during collisions. The helmet neck ring acted as a support for cervical vertebral fractures as the skull
whipped backwards, as well as inflicting jaw injuries when the wind blew the helmet. as well as molten Columbia debris. After separation from the crew module, the crew members' bodies entered the environment with little oxygen, very low atmospheric pressure, as well as high temperatures caused by the slowdown, and extremely low ambient temperatures. NASA said that while
it was not certified for these conditions, the ACES suit could potentially be able to protect the crew above 100,000 feet, 27:29, although in Colombia's case the crew's suits were already destroyed by the thermal cockpit during the collapse. Restored tissue samples showed Ebullism, showing the crew was exposed to heights above 63,500 feet when the cabin depressurization
occurred. 3-71 Ground Impact On the bodies of crew members were fatal injuries caused by a ground strike. NASA's official report omitted some of the more graphic details about the recovery of the remains; Witnesses reported finds such as the skull, human heart, part of the upper torso, and parts of the femur. All the evidence suggests that the crew error is not responsible for
the disintegration of the orbiter, and they acted correctly and in accordance with the procedure at the first signs of trouble. While some of the crew were not wearing gloves or helmets during the re-entry, and some were not properly restrained in their seats, doing these things would have added nothing to their chances of survival other than perhaps keeping them alive and
conscious for another 30 or so seconds. In response to President George W. Bush's speech on the destruction of Colombia, on February 1, 2003 at 14:04 EST (19:04 UTC), President George W. Bush said, My fellow Americans, this day brought terrible news and great sadness to our country. At 9 a.m., the Flight Control in Houston lost contact with our shuttle Columbia. Some
time later, the wreckage was seen falling from the sky over Texas. Colombia is lost; there are no survivors. Despite the crash, Bush said: The reason they died will continue... Our journey into space will continue. Bush later declared East Texas a federal disaster area, allowing federal agencies to help with the recovery. Recovery of mesh debris on the floor used to organize the
recovered wreckage of one of Colombia's main engines Debris from the spacecraft has been found in more than 2,000 separate fields in eastern Texas, western Louisiana and southwestern Arkansas. A large amount of debris was found between Tyler, Texas, and Palestine, Texas. One field stretched from south Of Worth to Hemphill, Texas, and louisiana. Places that were
wrecked included Stephen F. Austin State University in Nacogdoches, Texas, and several casinos in Shreveport, Louisiana. Along with parts of the shuttle and pieces of equipment, searchers also found parts of the human body, including arms, legs, torso and heart. These restorations occurred along a line south of Hemphill, Texas, and west of the Toledo Bend reservoir. Most of
the terrain the crew was looking for was densely wooded and difficult to pass through. The bodies of five of the seven Columbia crew members were found within three days of the shuttle's collapse; the last two were found 10 days after that. In the months following the disaster, the largest ever organized ground Thousands of volunteers descended on Texas to take part in the The
remains of the shuttle. According to Mike Ciannilli, project manager for the Columbia Research and Conservation Office, search engines put their lives on hold to help the country's space program by showing what space means to people. NASA has issued warnings to the public that any debris may contain dangerous chemicals, that it must be left untouched, its location reported
to local emergency services or government agencies, and that anyone in unauthorized storage of debris will be prosecuted. Some firefighters used Geiger counters to check on those who picked up the debris. The same people were also asked to put their clothes in bags of medical waste and to use antimicrobial soap. Because of the widespread area, volunteer amateur radio
operators accompanied search teams to provide support in communications. A group of small (one millimeter or 0.039 inches) of adult Caenorhabditis elegans, living in petri dishes, imprisoned in aluminum canisters, survived the re-vent and hitting the ground and was recovered a few weeks after the disaster. On April 28, 2003, the culture was recognized as alive. The worms
were part of a biological study in a canister experiment designed to study the effects of weightlessness on physiology; The experiment was conducted by Cassie Conley, NASA's Planet Protection Officer. Wreckage pilot Jules F. Meer Jr. and debris specialist Charles Krenek were killed in a helicopter crash that injured three people during the search. Some Texas residents found
some of the trash, ignoring warnings, and tried to sell them on eBay online auctions starting at $10,000. The auction was quickly removed, but the prices of Colombian goods, such as programs, photos and patches, rose sharply after the disaster, creating a surge in Colombia-related listings. A three-day amnesty proposed for the looted wreckage of the shuttle has brought
hundreds of illegally found items. During the amnesty period, quite a few people talked about turning to NASA property, including some who had the wreckage from the Challenger accident. About 40,000 of the wreckage found have not been identified. The largest parts found include the front chassis and window frame. The glow of the re-wedding, as seen from the front windows
on May 9, 2008, was reported that data from the disk aboard The Columbia had survived a shuttle accident, and while part of the 340MB drive was damaged, 99% of the data was recovered. The disk was used to store the experiment's data on the properties of thinning. On July 29, 2011, the Nakogdoce authorities told NASA that a 1.2-meter-diameter wreckage had been found in
the lake. NASA has identified the piece as an energy storage and distribution agent All found non-human Colombia wreckage in unused office space in the assembly vehicle building, except for parts of the crew compartment that are stored separately. Cabin crew video Play mem video, filmed by the crew part of the reentry, which ends four minutes before the crash. Among the
items found was a video taken by the astronauts as the return began. The 13-minute recording shows the crew astronauts conducting routine return procedures and joking with each other. No one gives any indication of the problem. In the video, the flight deck crew puts on gloves and transmits a video camera to record plasma and flames visible behind the windows of the orbiter,
which is normal during re-entry. At one point on the record, Flight Control asked Clark to perform some small task. She replied that she was currently busy, but would get to him in a minute. Don't worry, she said. You have all the time in the world. The recording, which would have lasted on normal flights, ends about four minutes before the shuttle began to disintegrate, and 11
minutes before the Flight Control lost the signal from the orbiter. The investigation into the Initial Mock-Up investigation of the shuttle cutting edge made with rcC panels taken from Atlantis. Simulation of the known and possible conditions of foam exposure at the last Columbia launch showed a fragile RCC fracture. NASA Space Shuttle Program Manager Ron Dittemore said the
first sign was the loss of temperature sensors and hydraulic systems on the left wing. They were followed by seconds and minutes later of a number of other problems, including the loss of tyre pressure readings on the left main gear, and then signs of excessive structural heating. An analysis of 31 seconds of telemetry data, which was originally filtered due to data damage inside
it, showed that the shuttle struggles to maintain its orientation, eventually using maximum thrust from its reaction control system jets. The investigation has focused on the foam strike from the start. Cases of debris impacts from ice and foam, causing damage during take-off, were already well known and damaged orbiters, most notably during the SU-45, STS-27 and STS-87. After
the loss of Columbia, NASA mistakenly concluded that errors during the installation were the likely cause of the loss of foam, and retrained employees at the Michoud Facility Assembly in Louisiana to apply foam without defects. Damage to the tile has also been traced to ablative insulation material from the cryogenic fuel tank in the past. The Colombian Accident Investigation
Board Following protocols established after the loss of Challenger, an independent investigative board was established immediately after the accident. The Colombian Accident Investigation Board, or CAIB, headed U.S. Navy Admiral Harold W. Gehman Jr., Hehman Jr., expert military and civilian analysts who investigated the accident in detail. The Columbia flight recorder was
found near Hemphill, Texas, on March 19, 2003. Unlike commercial jets, space shuttles did not have flight recorders designed for analysis after an accident. Instead, data on the vehicle were transmitted in real time to the ground by telemetry. Since Columbia was the first shuttle, it had a special OEX (Orbiter EXperiments) flight recorder designed to help engineers better
understand the performance of the spacecraft during the first test flights. The recorder was left in Colombia after the completion of the shuttle's initial test flights, and it was still operating on a crashed flight. It recorded many hundreds of parameters and contained very extensive logs of structural and other data, allowing CAIB to reconstruct many events in the process leading to
the breakup. Investigators were often able to use the loss of signals from sensors on the wing to track how the damage progressed. This was due to forensic debris analysis conducted at Lehigh University and other tests to obtain a definitive conclusion about the likely course of events. Beginning on May 30, 2003, foam impact tests were conducted by the Southwest Research
Institute. They used a compressed air cannon to shoot a foam block of similar size and mass to what struck Colombia, at the same calculated speed. To represent the cutting edge of Colombia's left wing, RCC panels from NASA shares, along with actual advanced panels from the enterprise that were fiberglass, were mounted on simulating structural metal frames. At the
beginning of testing, probably the impact location is estimated to be between RCC panels 6 and 9, inclusive. For days, dozens of foam blocks were shot on the wing of the leading edge of the model at different angles. They only cracked or damaged the surface of the RCC panels. In June, further analysis of information from the Columbia flight recorder narrowed the likely impact
to one panel: the RCC 8 wing panel. On July 7, in the final round of testing, a block shot toward the RCC 8 panel created a hole of 16 by 16.7 inches (41 by 42 cm) in this RCC protective panel. Tests have shown that a Columbia-type foam impact can seriously disrupt the thermal protection system at the front of the wing. The findings of August 26, 2003, CAIB published its report
on the incident. The report confirms that the immediate cause of the accident was a violation in the front of the left wing, caused by the insulation of the foam shed during launch. The report also delved into the major organizational and cultural issues that led to the accident. The report provides a very critical assessment NASA's decision-making and risk assessment. It concluded
that the organizational structure and processes of the processes flaws that compromise security is expected, no matter who is in key decision-making positions. An example is the position of the Shuttle Program Manager, where one person is responsible for achieving safe, timely launches and acceptable costs, which are often contradictory goals. The CAIB report found that
NASA accepted deviations from design criteria as usual when they occurred on multiple flights and did not lead to compromise effects on the mission. One was a conflict between the design specification, which stated that the thermal protection system was not designed to withstand significant impacts and the usual damage caused to it during the flight. The Board made
recommendations for significant changes in processes and organizational culture. On December 30, 2008, NASA published another report entitled Columbia Crew Survival Investigation Report, prepared by the Second Commission, the Complex Investigation Team for spacecraft Crew Survival (SCSIIT). NASA commissioned the team to conduct a comprehensive analysis of the
accident, focusing on factors and events affecting crew survival, and developing recommendations to improve crew survival for all future human space missions. The report concluded that: The depressurization event in Colombia occurred so quickly that the crew members were incapacitated for a few seconds before they were able to adjust the suit to fully protect against loss of
pressure in the cabin. Although the circulatory systems functioned for a short time, the effects of depressurization were severe enough that the crew could not regain consciousness. This event was fatal for the crew. The report also concluded that the crew did not have the best to prepare. Some crew members were not wearing protective gloves and one crew member was not
wearing a helmet. The new rules gave the crew more time to prepare for the descent. The crew's safety belts failed during the stormy descent. After the accident, seat belts on the three remaining shuttles were upgraded. The report's main recommendations included that future spacecraft crew survival systems should not rely on manual activation to protect the crew. Other factors
associated with the upgrade to the leading edge proposed in the early 1990s were not funded as NASA worked to later cancel the replacement of the VentureStar shuttle by one notch. In addition, the original white paint on the fuel tanks was removed to save 600 pounds (270 kg) by exposing the rust of orange foam; this was seen as a potential factor, but in the end was unlikely
to contribute to the shedding of foam. Possible One of the questions about the special significance is whether NASA could have saved the astronauts if they had known about the danger. This should have involved either rescue or repair on the International Space Station to use as a shelter in anticipation of rescue (or to use the Soyuz to systematically ferry the crew to safety)
would not have been possible because of the various orbital tilt of the vehicles. CAIB determined that a rescue mission, though risky, might have been possible provided that NASA management took action soon enough. Typically, a rescue mission is not possible due to the time required to prepare the shuttle for launch and limited consumables (power, water, air) of the orbiting
shuttle. Atlantis has been well together in processing for the planned March 1 launch on STS-114, and Colombia has carried an unusually large amount of consumables due to the extended duration of the orbiter package. The CAIB determined that this would allow Colombia to remain in orbit until Flight Day 30 (February 15). NASA researchers determined that Atlantis processing
could have been accelerated without missed safety checks for launch on February 10. So if nothing went wrong, there was a five-day overlap for possible rescue. Since the flight control could have omitted an empty shuttle but could not have controlled the reverse and landing of the orbiter, it is likely that it would have sent Colombia into the Pacific Ocean; NASA later developed an
Orbiter remote control system to allow flight control to land the shuttle. NASA researchers have determined that shuttle repairs were possible in orbit, but are generally considered high risk, primarily due to the uncertain stability of repairs using available materials and the expected high risk of additional damage to the orbiter. Colombia does not carry the Canadarm system, or
Remote Manipulator System, which is commonly used to inspect a camera or transport an astronaut into outer space to the wing. Therefore, an unusual emergency outwinding (EVA) would be required. Despite the lack of training of EVA astronauts to maneuver to the wing, astronauts are always ready for an equally complex emergency EVA to close the tank's outer umbilical
doors located on the orbital underside, which is necessary for a return in the event of a failure. Similar methods could reach the left wing shuttle for inspection or repair. To repair, CAIB determined that astronauts would have to use tools and small pieces of titanium, or other metal, cleaned from the cockpit. These metals will help protect the wing structure and will be carried out on
site during the re-water bag, which has turned into ice in the cold space. Ice and metal would help restore wing geometry leading edge, preventing turbulent air flow over the wing and so keeping heating and burn-through levels low enough for the crew to reentry and bail out before landing. THE CAIB could not determine whether the corrected left wing would have survived even
return, and concluded that the rescue option would have had a significantly higher chance of returning the Colombian crew alive. Memorials on February 2, 2003, as well as during March, April and May 2003, large memorial Catholic Brazilian masses and Roman Catholic memorial concerts were held in Rio de Janeiro, as well as the other seven crew members who died in the
Challenger shuttle disaster in 1986. The concerts were broadcast to millions of people across Brazil and around the world. On display as part of the Forever Remembered installation at the Kennedy Space Center in 2018, president George W. Bush and his wife, Laura, held a memorial service for the families of astronauts at the Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center. Two days later,
Vice President Dick Cheney and his wife, Lynn, led a similar service at Washington National Cathedral. Patti LaBelle sang Way Up There as part of the service. A makeshift memorial at the main entrance to the Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center in Houston, the Texas Columbia Memorial at arlington National Cemetery, Columbia Memorial Mars Exploration Rover Space Shuttle
Columbia Memorial - Sabina County, Texas March 26, the U.S. House of Representatives Science Committee approved the allocation of funds for the construction of a memorial at Arlington National Cemetery for the stS-107 crew. A similar memorial was built in the cemetery for the last Challenger crew. On October 28, 2003, the names of the astronauts were added to the
Space Mirror Memorial at the Kennedy Space Center Visitor Complex on Merritt Island, Florida, along with the names of several astronauts and cosmonauts who died in the service. On April 1, 2003, the opening day of the baseball season, the Houston Astros (named after the U.S. space program) honored the Columbia crew with seven simultaneous first pitches thrown by the
crew's family and friends. To sing the national anthem, 107 NASA employees, including dispatchers and others on the last mission in Colombia, carried an American flag on the field. In addition, the Astros wore a mission patch on their sleeves and replaced all dugouts with advertisements with the mission patch logo for the entire season. On February 1, 2004, on the first
anniversary of the Columbia disaster, Super Bowl XXXVIII, held at Reliant Stadium in Houston, began with a pregame tribute to the crew of Colombian singer Josh Groban, performing You Raise Me Up with the STS-114 crew, Space Shuttle's first post-Columbian mission. In 2004, Bush awarded a posthumous space to Congress Honours to all 14 crew members, lost in
Challenger and Columbia accidents. NASA named several locations after Colombia and the crew. The seven asteroids discovered in July 2001 at Mount Palomar Observatory were officially named after seven astronauts: 51823 Rickhusband, 51824 Maianderson, 51825 Davidbruna, 51826 Kalpanachawla, 51827 Laurelclark, 51828 Iramlanon, 51829 Williemopol. On Mars, the
Landing Site of the Spirit rover was named Columbia Memorial Station and included a memorial plaque to the Columbia crew installed on the back of a high amplification antenna. The seven-hill complex east of the Spirit landing site was named Columbia Hills; each of the seven hills was individually named after a crew member, and Husband Hill in particular was elevated and



explored by the rover. In 2006, IAU approved the name of a cluster of seven small craters in the Apollo Basin on the far side of the moon in honor of the astronauts. Back on Earth, NASA's National Science Balloon was renamed the Colombian Science Balloon. Other tributes included the decision of Amarillo, Texas, to rename its airport Rick Husband Amarillo International Airport
in honor of the Amarillo native. Washington State Route 904 was renamed Lt. Michael. Anderson Memorial Highway as it passes through Cheney, Washington, the city where he graduated from high school. The newly built elementary school, located at Fairchild Air Force Base near Spokane, Washington, was named Michael Anderson Elementary School. Anderson was in the fifth
grade of Blair Elementary School, a previous elementary school base, while his father was there. The mountain peak near Keith Carson Peak and Challenger Point in the Sangre de Cristo Ridge was renamed Columbia Point, and in August 2003 a plaque was installed at that point. Seven dormitories were named after Columbia crew members at the Florida Institute of Technology,
Creighton University, the University of Texas at Arlington and Columbia Elementary School in the Brevard County School District. Huntsville City School in Huntsville, Alabama, a city closely associated with NASA, named their last Columbia High School high school as a monument to the crew. The Department of Defense's Guam school was renamed Commander William C.
McCool Elementary School. The city of Palmdale, California, the birthplace of the entire shuttle fleet, changed the name of Avenue M to Columbia Way. In Avondale, Arizona, Avondale Elementary School, where Michael Anderson's sister worked, sent a T-shirt into space. He had to have an assembly when he came back from space. The school was later renamed Michael
Anderson Elementary. The first special meteorological satellite launched by the Indian Space Research Organization (ISRO) on 2 September 2002, India's Prime Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee later renamed Kalpana-1 in memory of India's Kalpan Chawla. In October 2004, both houses of Congress passed a resolution sponsored by U.S. Representative Lucille Roybal-Allard and co-
sponsored by the entire California contingent in Congress, changing the name downey, the California Space Science Center, to the Columbia Space Science Memorial Center. The facility is located on a former production site of space shuttles, including Columbia and Challenger. The U.S. Air Force Squadron Officer School at Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama, renamed its
auditorium after her husband. He was a graduate of the program. The U.S. School of Test Pilots at Edwards Air Force Base in California has named its pilot hall for her husband. NASA named the Columbia supercomputer after the crew in 2004. It was located in NASA's Advanced Supercomputing Division at the Ames Research Center at Moffett Federal Airfield near Mountain
View, California. The first part of the system, built in 2003, known as Kalpana, was dedicated to Chawla, who worked at Ames before joining the Space Shuttle program. The U.S. Navy compound at a major coalition military base in Afghanistan is called Camp McCool. In addition, the sports field at McCool's alma mater, Coronado High School in Lubbock, Texas, was renamed
Willie McCool Athletics. The proposed reservoir in Cherokee County, East Texas, will be called Lake D.C. Ilan Ramona High School was founded in 2006 in Hod Ha Sharon, Israel, in honor of the first Israeli astronaut. The school symbol shows planet Earth with a plane orbiting it. On July 11, 2003, the National Naval Medical Center dedicated the Laurel Clark Memorial Auditorium.
The Gamma-Fi Beta Nursing Society, of which Clark was a member, created the Laurel Clark Foundation in her honor. The fountain in downtown Rasina, Wisconsin, which Clark considered her hometown, was named after her. PS 58 in Staten Island, New York, was named Columbia School of Shuttle in honor of the failed mission. Challenger Columbia Stadium in League City,
Texas, is named after the victims of both the Disaster in Colombia and the Challenger disaster in 1986. The tree for each astronaut was planted in the Memorial Grove of NASA astronauts at the Johnson Space Center in Houston, Texas, near the Saturn V building, along with trees for every astronaut from Apollo 1 and Challenger Disasters. Tours of the space center briefly stop
near the grove for a moment of silence, and the trees can be seen from nearby Nasa Road 1. Columbia Colles, a series of hills on Pluto discovered by the New Horizons spacecraft in July 2015, was named after the victims of the disaster. Star Trek: Enterprise was named NX-02 Columbia after Colombia. Photo A tribute to Columbia and her crew displayed in the Wings of Fame
section of the queue at Soarin' Around the World at Disney California Adventure Park along with many other famous spacecraft. The Columbia Space Memorial Center is a museum built in honor of Columbia in Downey, California. In the 2003 Daytona 500, which occurred 2 weeks after the crash, all race cars wore Colombian decals in honor of those who were lost. In March
2003, the Val Verde Unified School District School Board in California named a new school after the Columbia shuttle and its seven crew members. Columbia Elementary School opened in August 2004, and is located in Perris, California. Influence on space programs after the loss of Colombia, the space shuttle program was suspended. Further construction of the International
Space Station (ISS) was also postponed, as space shuttles were the only available delivery vehicle for the station's modules. The station was supplied using Russian non-ship Progress, and the crews were exchanged with the help of the Russian Soyuz spacecraft and were forced to work on a skeleton crew of two. Less than a year after the accident, President Bush announced
the creation of Vision for Space Exploration, calling for the completion of the ISS, and by 2010, after the completion of the ISS, it was to replace the newly developed crew research spacecraft for missions to the Moon and Mars. NASA had planned to put the space shuttle back into service around September 2004; this date was pushed back to July 2005. On July 26, 2005, at
10:39 EST, the discovery shuttle cleared the tower for the StS-114 Mission Return, marking the shuttle's return to space. Overall, the FLIGHT STS-114 was very successful, but a similar piece of foam from another part of the tank was spilled, although the wreckage did not hit the Orbiter. Because of this, NASA will once again ground the shuttles until the remaining problem is
understood and a solution is implemented. After delaying their return by two days due to adverse weather conditions, Commander Eileen Collins and pilot James M. Kelly safely returned Discovery to Earth on August 9, 2005. Later that month, Hurricane Katrina damaged an external tank construction site in Mishud. At the time, there was concern that this would allow shuttle flights
to continue for at least two months and possibly longer. The actual cause of the loss of foam on both Columbia and Discovery was not determined until December 2005, when X-ray photos of another tank showed that thermal expansion and contraction during filling, rather than human error, caused cracks that led to the loss of foam. NASA's Hale officially apologized to michoud
workers who were accused of Colombia for almost three years. Second Return to The STS-121 mission was launched on July 4, 2006 at 2:37:55 p.m. (EDT), after two previous launch attempts were cleared due to prolonged thunderstorms and strong winds around the launch pad. The launch took place despite the objections of its chief engineer and head of security. This mission
increased the ISS crew to three. A 5-inch (130 mm) crack in the foam insulation of the outer tank gave cause for concern, but the Mission Management Group gave a start. The Discovery shuttle successfully landed on July 17, 2006 at 09:14:43 (EDT) on podium 15 at the Kennedy Space Center. On August 13, 2006, NASA announced that STS-121 had dropped more foam than
they expected. Although it did not delay the launch of the next mission, the STS-115, originally set to launch on August 27, weather and other technical failures did, with a lightning strike, Hurricane Ernesto and a faulty fuel tank sensor combining to delay the launch until September 9. On September 19, the landing was postponed for an additional day to study Atlantis after objects
were found floating next to the shuttle in the same orbit. When no damage was found, Atlantis successfully landed on September 21. The Columbia Crew Survival Investigation Report, published by NASA on December 30, 2008, provides additional recommendations to improve the crew's chances of survival on future spacecraft, such as the then-planned Orion spacecraft. These
include improvements to crew restraints, finding ways to better address the catastrophic depressurization of the cockpit, more graceful degradation of vehicles during a natural disaster, so that crews have a better chance of survival, and automated parachute systems. The United States discontinued its Space Shuttle program in 2011, in part because of the aftermath of the
Colombia disaster. No more manned spacecraft was launched from U.S. soil on the ISS until 2020, when SpaceX's Dragon Demo-2 crew successfully conducted a test crew of two NASA astronauts to the International Space Station. The sociocultural consequences of Fears of Terrorism After the space shuttle's collapse, there were some initial fears that terrorists might be
involved, but these fears were shown as unfounded. Security around the launch and landing of the space shuttle was increased because the crew included the first Israeli astronaut. The launch complex on Merritt Island, like all sensitive government areas, has stepped up security measures since the 9/11 attacks. The purple strip image of the San Francisco Chronicle reported
that an amateur astronomer took five seconds of exposure, which appeared to show a purple line near the shuttle resembling lightning, during a re-vent. In the CAIB concluded that the image was the result of camera vibrations during prolonged exposure. 2003 Armageddon film hoax In response to the disaster, FX canceled its own Airing two nights later is the 1998 film
Armageddon, in which the shuttle Atlantis is portrayed as being destroyed by fragments of an asteroid. In a hoax inspired by the destruction of Colombia, some of the images, which were purportedly satellite photos of the shuttle's explosion, turned out to be screenshots from the site of the destruction of the shuttle Armageddon. The 2003 musical album Bananas by Deep Purple
includes Contact Lost, an instrumental piece written by guitarist Steve Morse in memory of the loss. Morse donates his royalties to the families of the astronauts. Katherine Faber and Kelly Hills (a folk band known as Echo's Children) included a memorable song called Columbia on their 2004 album From the Hazel Tree. The 2005 album Ultimatum by The Long Winters features
the song The Commander Thinks Aloud, which was written by songwriter and singer John Roderick, reflecting on the team's perspective on an unexpected disaster. In addition, on January 30, 2015, an episode of Hrishikesh Hirway's Song Exploder was featured an interview with John Roderick about the songwriting and recording process for The Commander Thinks Aloud.
Hungarian composer Peter Estwas wrote a piece called Seven for solo violin and orchestra in 2006 in memory of the Colombian team. Seventh premiered in 2007 under the conductor Pierre Boulez, and in 2012 it was recorded with violinist Patricia Kopaczynska and conductor. The 2008 album Columbia: We Dare to Dream by Ann Cabrera was written as a tribute to the Columbia
STS-107 shuttle, crew, support teams, recovery teams, and crew families. A CD copy of the album was delivered by astronaut Clayton Anderson aboard the Space Shuttle Discovery STS-131 to the International Space Station in April 2010. Scottish folk-rock band Runrig included a song called Somewhere on their album The Story (2016); The song was dedicated to Laurel Clarke
(who became a fan of the band during her naval service in Scotland), and includes part of her song Wake Up, followed by some radio chatter, at the end. See also the American portal Spaceflight portal Criticism of the Space Shuttle program Engineer Catastrophe Expedition 6 Notes Fiberglas - the original name patented by Owens-Corning for its fiberglass insulation product in
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